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SASCO Bagging Scale Brochure

SASCO BAGGING SCALES offer the most accurate and

effective way to measure and control the dispensing of a
specific amount of dry bulk material (powder, pellet, granule)
into an open mouth bag. The bagging scale consists of the
weighing mechanics being a feed mechanism, a frame, a weighhoppers which includes a discharge door, load cell mounts, and
a controller.
The selection of the discharge door design, the number of
speed options, type of load cell mounts and number of weigh
hoppers determines the accuracy and speed of the weighing
system, while the selection of the controller determines the
functionality and connectivity of the bag weighing system.
Sasco offers a broad range of rugged and accurate Bagging
Scales all of which can be tailor made to meet customers’
specific requirements, with three configurations being central
to Sasco’s product offering, namely the BS100, BS200 & BS300
bag weighing scales.
Sasco Bagging Scales provide solutions for nearly every dry
bulk material bagging application.

Typical Bagging Scale

Product Overview
SASCO BAGGING SCALES have the following key component options, which
are reflected in our range of standard bagging scale product range and bespoke
product options.

BAGGING SCALE MECHANICAL OVERVIEW
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Standard Product Range
DELIVERING ACCURATE BAG WEIGHTS
The Sasco Bagging Scale range comprises both bespoke products and the following
standard base products:

Head Feed Options
Gravity Feed

Belt Feed

For free - flowing granular products such
as sugar, salt, maize and rice.

For coarse and flake products such as
crushed stone, compost, asphalt and
fertilizer.

Rotary Feed

Screw Feed

For special products and applications.

For powder products such as yeast,
cement and lime.
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Controller Features Comparison

Application Example
BAGGING SCALE
A sugar mill in Mozambique was expanding and required a weighing system to ensure
bags of sugar were correctly filled to the correct weight.
The other requirement was that the unit be capable of filling at least 10 bags per minute,
with each bag weighing 50 kg. Sasco supplied the customer with a dual weigh bin
bagging unit with a maximum fill rate of 16 bags a minute.
The dual weigh bin system was selected as it is very reliable and minimizes down time
by giving maintenance technicians the option of doing maintenance on one weigh bin
while the operators continue to fill bags on the second weigh bin.
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This brochure contains a general guide of the product only and shall not form part of any contract unless specifically agreed by Sasco Africa in writing in each
case on the Order Acknowledgement. The specification of the product described herein may vary from time to time and may be altered without notice.

